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Abstract:
Thermal management systems of electrified vehicles especially heavy-duty trucks face multiple competing
goals such as minimum energy consumption, minimum battery degradation and highest passenger comfort.
The design process of a suitable thermal management system addressing these goals requires a holistic ap-
proach including the various cross couplings occurring in real world operation. Therefore, a physics-based
modular full-vehicle model is introduced. The model includes an electrified drive-train, passenger cabin and
thermal management system. The mechanical and electrical drive-train components, including the battery, mo-
tor and power electronics are thermally connected with each other and the cabin using various cooling circuits.
A reversible heat pump and several control units are used to adjust the specific thermal requirements leading to
complex interconnections and cross couplings. We estimate the performance of a heavy-duty truck on typical
long-distance trips including stops based on legal regulations used for fast charging and overnight charging.
While charging overnight, conservation air conditioning of the cabin is performed as efficiently as possible. For
this operation, we present different strategies for battery thermal conditioning. Operating strategies for the full
vehicle, especially the thermal systems in a summer and a winter scenario are proposed. Simulations of a
typical deployment scenario are performed to explore the effects of different operating and control strategies
for thermal management. Our virtual deployment scenarios include easy to modify driving cycles, driving time
regulations, charge stops and climatic boundary conditions. For evaluation purposes we present an energy-
flow-diagram for the full vehicle. Based on the simulation results we recommend thermal system operating
strategies in a full-vehicle context for heavy-duty truck long distance trips and charging.
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charging.

1. Introduction
In order to fulfill Paris goals for reducing CO2 emissions in the transport sector, electrically powered trucks
are needed. Both, battery-electric or fuel-cell trucks show promise for flexible transport of goods [1]. Some
recent investigations discuss opportunities and challenges for fuel-cell trucks [2, 3]. An overview of current
long-haul heavy-duty fuel-cell trucks is given by Pardhi et al. [4]. While it is believed that both, battery-electric
and fuel-cell technologies will be used to power future heavy-duty trucks [5]. In this research we only focus on
battery-electric heavy-duty trucks.
The transformation from internal combustion engines to electrically powered vehicles has occurred rapidly for
passenger cars, as observed in car registration statistics of different countries [6]. Although electrical powered
trucks became available in recent years [5, 7], the adoption of heavy-duty vehicles has been slow compared
to light-duty vehicles [8]. Several reasons for the slower transition can be identified. First, heavy-duty trucks
are typically required to cover longer distances than light-duty vehicles, while carrying large amounts of cargo.
Therefore, the battery systems suitable for a heavy-duty truck must be much larger compared to that of a light-
duty vehicle. Second there is a lack of fast charging stations, especially MW -Chargers [9], for trucks along
the main transport routes resulting in longer stop times compared to conventionally powered vehicles. Third,
electric trucks are still much more expensive than conventional trucks [10] and their diesel engines are already
optimized on efficiency [2].
Several investigations found in the literature motivate the current study. Verbruggen et al. [11] performed
simulations for powertrain design of a battery-electric heavy-duty truck. Nykvist and Ollson [12] performed
an analysis on the feasibility of battery electric heavy-duty trucks and in doing so considered fast-charging
and range in their investigation. Several authors investigated thermal behavior of large battery packs suited
for trucks, e.g. [13]. Furthermore, the influence of thermal encapsulation of truck batteries was investigated.
Energy savings for overnight parking are highlighted [14].
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Our study focuses on the choice of operating strategies for the thermal management system of the whole truck
during driving and charging, which has not been addressed in the literature. To analyze the effects of different
operating strategies on energy consumption, battery degradation and thermal comfort, we model the full vehicle
in order to take into account cross couplings. As an extension to the previously published studies we propose
to employ a detailed physics-based model to investigate battery-electric trucks. With our approach a detailed
analysis of the entire vehicle and its subsystems is possible. Furthermore, we describe the degradation of
the battery, which allows us to predict the overall lifetime of the truck. Our model also allows different vehicle
configurations to be tested. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis for certain parameters can be performed and
parameters can be optimized easily.
Our physics-based vehicle model (see figure 2.) accounts for all the main components of a battery-electric
heavy-duty truck with a special focus on the details of the thermal systems. The truck uses a state-of-the art
Li-Ion battery system designed for performing long-distance trips with full payload. Our system contains NMC-
Pouch cells [12]. Other manufacturers plan to use LFP cells [15]. In the future, solid state batteries may also be
used for heavy duty trucks [16]. Electric and mechanical components such as motors, power electronics and
gears produce waste heat [17]. Our model accounts for this waste heat and also includes battery degradation,
which increases significantly at operating temperatures that are either too high or too low [18,19]. During fast-
charging battery waste heat can be very high [20]. Additionally, there is a need for cabin air conditioning and a
fresh air supply.
As a result of these points, there is a need for a multi-function thermal management system. Because a long
driving range is a main requirement for heavy-duty trucks, the thermal management should be as efficient
as possible [21]. Different operating strategies can be applied [22] to optimize energy consumption. Also,
battery degradation in the context of a full truck and different environments and operating conditions can be
investigated because of the implemented degradation model [18].
We employed test scenarios with challenging conditions for the analysis of the whole system of a battery-
electric heavy-duty truck. Operating strategies are compared in terms of battery degradation and energy con-
sumption. Long-distance trips are the most challenging deployment scenario for battery-electric vehicles [23]
and therefore, we focus especially on these long-distance trips. There is a need for large battery capacities and
rapid charging [5] to minimize break times. In a parameter study, the effects of different boundary conditions
as well as operating strategies on the aforementioned energy consumption, battery degradation and thermal
comfort are investigated. The boundary conditions include harsh climatic conditions such as very high or low
temperatures that are challenging [14, 24], due to the increased energy demands for thermal management.
Furthermore, the driving cycle could be challenging, especially for hilly terrain. Due to the large weight of a
typical battery-electric truck, which can weigh as much as 42 metric tons [24], high rolling resistances and
grade resistances occur. For downhill driving, significant recuperation is possible, which can reduce energy
consumption but results in higher loads for the mechanic and electric components and more waste heat. Sim-
ulations of the battery-electric truck on different trips using different operating strategies are conducted and
investigated. The effects of the different operating strategies on the behavior of the system are analyzed in
detail.

2. Description of the Modular Full Vehicle Model
For our investigations we use a modular multi-scale vehicle model implemented in Modelica modelling lan-
guage using models from the TIL suites [25]. Due to its modular structure, the model can be configured for
different types of vehicles such as busses, heavy-duty trucks or passenger cars. An earlier version of the
model was presented by Steeb et al. [26]. They combined the vehicle model with a high-dimensional battery
model and investigated thermal hotspots in automotive batteries.
A block diagram of the vehicle model used in this study is shown in figure 1. The model in general can be
structured into mechanical, electrical and thermal sub-models. Furthermore, the model includes boundary
conditions and control units for several models.
The boundary conditions (described in details in section 3.) include climate data and a drive cycle. We set
the ambient temperature,ambient humidity and solar radiation as climate conditions. These affect the driving
resistance and, importantly, act as the boundary conditions for all thermal models, having particular influence
on the cabin, cooling circuit, and the reversible heat pump (RHP).
The drive cycle provides time-based calculated data for the vehicle’s velocity and slope. We took distance-
based data and re-calculated those for use in a time-based calculation. The time-based format fits well into
the overall solution process of the formulated system of equations. For example, time-based driver rest stops
can be set easily. Also, for heavy-duty trucks, the payload can be varied, and a time-based format enables
the payload to be modified during a multi-stage trip. Furthermore, the drive cycle can set a charging request
if ignition is activated. A driver model compares target speed with actual speed. Target speed is set as a
boundary condition by the drive cycle. The driver is designed as a controller calculating brake or acceleration
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pedal position. Data for slope and payload are processed in the driving resistance.

Figure 1: Model of a full vehicle including balance rooms for flow variables (mechanical and electrical power,
heat), data connection , and boundary conditions, adapted from [26].

2.1. Models of Mechanical Drive-train and Force Components
The mechanic part includes models for driving resistance, tires, gears and an electric motor describing the
driving dynamics of a configured vehicle. The driving resistance model includes replaceable parameter sets
for drag coefficient cw , frontal area Afront , weight mvehicle and rolling friction coefficient μroll . These values are
summarized in Table 1. Traction force is calculated by summing roll, air, grade and acceleration resistance:

FTraction = FRoll + FAir + FGrade + FAcceleration (1)

Rolling resistance FRoll and grade resistance FGrade mainly depend on the vehicle mass mvehicle and rolling
friction coefficient μroll . Air resistance FAir is influenced by the frontal area Afront and drag coefficient cw . The
driving resistance model receives slope and the additional vehicle weight due to payload from the driving cycle
model.

Table 1: Vehicle parameters used in all scenarios.

Vehicle total mass Frontal area Drag coefficient Rolling friction coefficient
42 t 9.25 m2 0.5 0.0055

The tires convert torque from gears into translational movements FTraction of the vehicle on the street (driving
resistance model). The tire model also takes into account braking force and the tire inertia. Vehicle velocity
and distance are calculated. Data are shared into a data-bus system. The gears model mechanically connects
the tires and electrical motor. It operates at a constant efficiency and conserves inertia. Constant efficiency
means that the incoming power is divided into a mechanical fraction, which is passed to the drive train, and
heat. A thermal model is included in the gear model and accounts for waste heat rejected to the cooling circuit.
The electric motor is modeled with a fixed efficiency as well. The model includes replaceable data sets for
motor characteristics such as torque data or inertia. The motor torque set-point is provided by the motor control
unit. That translates the brake or acceleration pedal positions into motor torque. Constraints are taken into
account including battery management data such as minimum recuperation temperature, maximum charging
or discharging power, and motor limits. The motor provides mechanical power Pmech to the tires and calculates
thermal losses Ploss.
2.2. Models of Electrical Components
The motor model acts as an interface to the mechanical and electrical models. The needed electric power
Pel is calculated as the sum of Pmech and Ploss. While the motor operates at a constant voltage the electric
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current depends on Pel . An inverter model provides electric power at a constant voltage level. It also operates
at a constant efficiency. The inverter model is electrically connected to the battery system including a high
voltage network. Furthermore, the DCDC-Converter enables a connection to a low voltage network. The low
voltage network provides power for energy consumers such as ignition or infotainment. A charging station
model is included. The charging can be activated by the station itself for time-based charging, or requested
by the drive cycle. Charging power is controlled by the battery management. We implemented state-of-the-art
charge maps that provide feasible charging powers depending on the actual battery temperature and its state
of charge (SoC). Furthermore, a derating of charging power for high battery temperatures is applied.
The Li-Ion battery system is the key component of a battery-electric vehicle (BEV) and, therefore is modeled
with many details [22, 26]. The battery system consists of a cooling plate, a thermal interface material and of
a typical pouch cell with a nominal capacity CN , as well as current arresters. On the battery system level, we
model one representative battery cell and scale current, voltage and heat exchange up to system level. The
battery system is designed for an on-board supply voltage of 800V and has a battery capacity of 725kWh. The
representative single battery cell is modeled with a 2-dimensional (length and height) discretized model using
thermally and electrically connected battery bundles. A battery bundle represents a single discretized part
of a battery cell including the same behavior and equations for the adjusted cell volume, mass and capacity
[27]. Each battery bundle includes an equivalent circuit model for electric modeling and calculating irreversible
(Q̇irrev ) and reversible (Q̇rev ) heat production [28]:

Q̇irrev = Ri · I2 (2)

Q̇rev = I · T · ∂UOCV (T , SoC)
∂T

(3)

The internal resistance Ri (SoC, T ) depends on temperature T and SoC. Irreversible heat production grows
quadratic with higher currents, while the internal resistance typically decreases with higher temperatures. Re-
versible heat can be positive or negative. For high currents, its effect is small compared to Q̇irrev .
For State of Health (SoH) calculations, a semi-empirical battery degradation model based on the investigations
of Wang et al. [18] was implemented. The SoH depends linearly on Ah-throughput AhThroughput , exponentially
on the C-Rate, defined as c -Rate = I/CN , and an Arrhenius-Term is used to describe the temperature de-
pendence. Since the model is valid for a wide temperature and C-Rate range, it is capable of capturing the
temperature and C-Rate coupling. Therefore, optimal thermal operating points for a given electric stress can
be derived from the model. For moderate C-Rates, the optimum temperature of 25◦C results in the lowest
degradation rate while higher and lower temperatures cause the degradation rate to increase rapidly. Other
degradation dependencies like depth of discharge or SoC are neglected, which is a reasonable assumption
due to the almost stationary use-case-scenarios of heavy-duty trucks. As outlined by [29], the chosen model
seems to be the most suitable for the considered application. The model is valid for a wide temperature and
C-Rate range. It is capable to describe the coupling of temperature and C-Rate. Optimal thermal operating
points for given electric stress can be identified with an equation for ΔSoH depending on T , C-Rate and fitting
parameters a−e:

ΔSoH = (a · T 2 + b · T + c) · exp (d · T + e) · C−rate · AhThroughput (4)

2.3. Models of Thermal Components
As described previously, models of the gears, motor inverter and DCDC-Converter use thermal sub-models.
The thermal sub-models contain the waste heat production as well as thermal capacitors and resistors de-
scribing the geometry and thermal behavior. Motor, gears and inverter thermally interact with the environment
and the liquid cooling circuit. Similarly, battery cooling is connected to the cooling circuit. We use a cooling
plate model for calculating convective and conductive heat transfer from liquid to the battery cells.
The cooling circuit model (see Figure 2; liquid) includes the interface to the ambient air that flows through the
front-end heat exchanger of the truck. A fan is used to increase the air flow rate across this heat exchanger.
Each of the two liquid loops are equipped with an air-liquid heat exchanger that is used for heat rejection to
the ambient. A low temperature loop is designed for battery cooling. A high temperature liquid loop is used
for cooling of motor, gears and inverter. Both cooling circuits use liquid pumps and for certain use cases,
connections of the circuits are possible (e.g. battery heating).
Figure 2 depicts a piping and instrumentation diagram of the reversible heat pump with continuous lines mark-
ing the activated cooling mode. A third heat exchanger on the air path located in the front-end of the vehicle
is used as an evaporator or gascooler/condenser in the reversible heat pump. It is designed as a two-stage
R744-refrigeration cycle with switchable operation modes enabling heating or cooling of the battery and cabin.
The refrigerant flows through the compressor and enters at a high pressure level in the Gascooler, which is
bypassed on the air side. Next the refrigerant flows through the open Valve 1. Gascooling takes place in the
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Front-End HX (heat exchanger) and the Internal HX. After that the refrigerant mass flow is divided to provide
battery and cabin cooling. In the battery path refrigerant flows through Valve 3 and is expanded in Valve 4.
The R744 is evaporated in the Battery HX cooling the liquid coolant used for battery cooling. After that the
refrigerant flows through Valve 7 and Valve 8. For cabin cooling the refrigerant is expanded in Valve 5 and
flows through Valve 6 and into the Evaporator, conditioning the fresh air for cabin cooling. Both refrigerant
flows get mixed and enter the Accumulator and the the low pressure side of the Internal HX. Both, the RHP

Figure 2: Piping and Instrumentation Diagram with TIL components of a reversible heat pump for cooling and
heating of battery and cabin and the simplified cooling circuits including cooling of electric motor (M) and power
electronics (PE). The case of the battery and cabin cooling is displayed.

and cooling circuit exchange data with a thermal control unit that specifies setpoint temperatures depending
on the actual state of the vehicle and its subsystems. We use sets of PI-controllers for implementing different
control strategies.
As described previously, the reversible heat pump is used for conditioning the vehicle cabin. The cabin inter-
acts with the boundary conditions: Ambient temperature and humidity, solar radiation and driving speed. For
simplicity, we always set 22◦C as our target temperature for cabin air.

3. Deployment Scenarios and boundary conditions
We present two typical driving cycles each paired with two climatic conditions resulting in challenging deploy-
ment scenarios for a heavy-duty truck. These scenarios are used to investigate the effects of different operating
strategies on the defined performance metrics. The applied operating strategies are discussed in the next sec-
tion. The first drive cycle represents a typical long-distance day-trip for a truck in Germany and is depicted in
Fig. 3. Starting in Hanover, the truck travels the 632 km distance to Munich in about 8 hours and 10 minutes
excluding stops. The truck starts the drive cycle with half an hour of pre-conditioning followed directly by four
and a half hours of mostly full-speed Autobahn-Driving. Due to regulations, a break of 45 minutes is required
after that time. This break is also used for fast charging. Fast charging during the stop is required to cover
the remaining driving distance for the day. For our analysis, the route is driven in a summer scenario with an
outside temperature of 35◦C and a high solar radiation affecting the truck’s cabin.
Second, we investigate a two-day long distance trip. The two-day cycle is designed as a simplified driving cycle
according to the maximum allowed driver’s steering time in European Union regulations [31]. The whole trip
runs for 1530 km on a flat terrain. Such a trip could be seen as a trans national European drive from Lithuania
to Belgium. The velocity profile including pre-conditioning and rest (and charge) breaks can be seen in Figure
4. The tour starts with 3 hours of pre-conditioning, followed by two consecutive four and a half hour driving
periods at 85 km

h interrupted by a 45 minute resting and charging break. The night break is 11 hours and then
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Figure 3: Hanover-Munich long-distance day-trip: Velocity and Altitude profile with rest and fast charging
break, adapted from [30].

the same procedure will be driven the second day. During the short breaks fast charging will be performed.
Slow charging is performed during the night break. During all charging breaks, cabin air conditioning must be
provided.

Figure 4: Velocity profile for a two-day long distance trip without altitude changes, including two fast charging
brakes and one overnight brake.

4. Operating Strategies
An operating strategy is needed to handle competing goals pertaining to thermal management in the vehicle’s
operation. Those goals include:

• Minimum battery degradation
• Best thermal comfort for the driver
• Minimum energy consumption and maximum driving range

These goals are constrained by the following additional conditions: Safe operation of all vehicle components
and systems, especially the battery and reaching suitable charging times. Most of these goals are in compe-
tition at various points of operation and must therefore be prioritized. Battery degradation can be reduced by
maintaining optimum battery temperature and operating at low C-Rates. Maintaining suitable battery tempera-
ture, increasing energy consumption reduces driving range. If the reversible heat pump is working, a strategy
for cooling or heating priority between the cabin and battery is necessary.
Two operation strategies for the summer scenario Hanover-Munich trip are suggested. One strategy prioritizes
minimum energy consumption. The other strategy prioritizes minimum battery degradation. For safety
reasons, thermal comfort of the driver is always prioritized and the best possible comfort is provided. For the
minimum battery degradation strategy, the thermal system tries to cool the battery as much as possible to
quickly reach and maintain the degradation-minimizing temperature. This is especially important during and
after fast charging. For minimum energy consumption strategy, less intense battery cooling is performed at a
more optimal operating point of the RHP and the target temperature for battery cooling is set higher than the
degradation-minimizing temperature to save energy in thermal management.
Two operation strategies for fast charging during the two-day long-distance trip are suggested. We distinguish
between a 45 minute daytime charging break that satisfies legal requirements, and lengthening the day-time
charging breaks by 15 minutes resulting in a total of 30 minutes longer trip time. Minimum charging time
competes with minimum battery degradation, which is expected to be higher when higher charging power is
used.
In winter scenario we investigate the influence of battery pre-conditioning based on the two-day long distance
trip. We compare different target temperatures for battery heating by the reversible heat pump during an hour
of pre-conditioning before driving on a flat terrain for 9 hours including a fast-charging brake of 45 minutes.
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The winter scenario also includes fast charging breaks but due to lower ambient temperatures battery cooling is
easier. During overnight charging a constant heating and fresh air supply for cabin are required. For overnight
charging, we study an eight hour night-time break for charging. The truck arrives with a nearly empty battery
(SoC = 10%) and charges with a constant charging power (Pcharge = 75 kW). We distinguish three thermal
management operating strategies for RHP operation (see figure 2) during overnight charging. Our first strategy
uses battery waste heat as the heat source for RHP, forming a water-air heat pump. Due to the relatively high
temperature level and capacity of the battery a very high heating efficiency is expected. The second strategy
utilises ambient air as heat source forming a typical air-air heat pump. Finally, the third strategy uses an electric
heater. It is used as a benchmark for comparison of the electrical energy consumption and possible savings.

5. Results
To analyze cross couplings in the complex system that is the full truck model, we use a energy-flow diagram
on the top level. Figure 5 shows the flow rates of the three main process variables: Mechanical and electrical
power as well as heat flow rates. The diagram shows a summer case at an ambient temperature of 35◦C
and the Hanover-Munich route. The current and average consumption of electrical energy an other simulation
parameters are depicted, cf. Fig 5. At the moment of the operational snapshot in Figure 5 the truck is climbing

Figure 5: Energy flow diagram showing the mechanical, electrical and thermal power flows and additional
information about the vehicle state an hour after fast charging in the Hanover-Munich cycle.

a slight grade. Efficiencies of sub models (e.g. gears) can be observed from the different powers displayed
at each side of the component. Thermal and mechanical inertia of the components are included. The battery
rejects 17.37 kW of heat to the cooling system. Heat is released to the cooling cycle and a small portion
directly to the environment by the LT-Cooler and partly to RHP. Cabin cooling is also performed through RHP
on a lower temperature level.
5.1. Model Plausibility Check
We checked the plausibility of our heavy-duty truck model by comparing it to test data available for the Volvo
FH Electric [10], which is a battery-electric truck of the same class as the one that was modelled. The real
world test of the Volvo truck resulted in an average energy consumption of 1.1 kWh

km for a 338 km route with a
diverse topography in Southern Germany [10]. We took the same route and chose a summer scenario with
an ambient temperature of 28◦C to investigate the modelled truck. Cabin cooling is performed to keep the
cabin at 22◦C. Our simulation resulted in an average energy consumption of 1.33 kWh

km . The 21% difference in
the results can possibly be attributed to differences in the energy consumption for air conditioning, the truck’s
weight or slightly different roll and air resistances.
5.2. Influence of Thermal Management Operation Strategy for Summer Scenario
In Figure 6, the comparison of battery degradation, represented as the change in SoH and battery temperature
for the Hanover-Munich trip in summer is shown for both operation strategies (see section 4.). The degradation
is reduced by 40% when applying the minimum battery degradation operating strategy compared to the
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minimum energy consumption strategy. On the other hand, at the beginning of fast charging at a time of
5 hours, 2.3% percent of SoC or 9 kWh of energy is saved for minimum energy consumption operating
strategy.

Figure 6: SoH degradation and battery temperature for a Hanover-Munich long distance day trip on challeng-
ing topology and two operation strategies: minimum battery degradation (orange) and minimum energy
consumption (blue). Battery degradation is reduced by 40% using the minimum battery degradation oper-
ating strategy.

This investigation underlines the trade-off between energy consumption for thermal conditioning of batteries
and battery degradation. Because only small energy savings are achieved with the minimum energy con-
sumption strategy compared to the driving energy but large difference in battery degradation is observed using
the minimum battery degradation strategy. Preference should be given to battery cooling to limit degradation.
5.3. Influence of Fast Charging Strategies on Long Distance Trips
We investigate the influence of fast charging on battery degradation incorporated in a long distance trip (see
Figure 4.To do this we lenghtend the charging break from 45 minutes to 60 minutes and reduced the associated
charging power by 25%. Figure 7 illustrates the differences in battery degradation for the two fast charging
times over the whole two day trip.
First, this investigation shows the enormous influence of fast charging operation on battery life, which can
be seen by comparing the blue and orange curves in Fig. 7. It can be seen that battery degradation during
charging is significantly higher than while driving. This results from the larger currents that occur during fast
charging compared to the discharging currents drawn from the battery while driving. Also the battery is facing
those higher currents at higher temperature levels which is another crucial factor for the degradation.

Figure 7: SoH degradation and SoC over a two-day long distance trip with two operating strategies for daily fast
charging: 45 minute charging breaks (orange), extended 1 hour charging breaks (blue). Significant reductions
(42%) in battery degradation are seen for longer charging breaks.

Second, Fig. 7 shows the effect of lengthening charging breaks by 15 minutes and at the same time reducing
charging power on battery degradation. By extending the break time by 15 minutes, resulting in an additional
30 minutes beeing needed for the two-day trip, the battery degradation can be reduced by 42%. Further
elaboration is recommended to analyze the economical trade-off between battery degradation and depreciation
and delivery time. The preliminary discussed goals of fast charging time and battery degradation conflict
strongly.
The results of this investigation enable us to approximate the total battery lifetime expectancy. Driving the two-
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day long distance trip, the battery looses 0.07% of its state of health when taking 60 minute charging breaks.
By extrapolating the result down to a SoH of 80%, a battery lifetime of 287 drive cycles or 437.000 km is
approximated. Considering the result for the same drive cycle but using 45 minutes charging breaks a lifetime
range of only 245.000 km can be achieved. This result confirms that battery change could be necessary
during the lifetime of the truck, particularly if fast charging is performed regularly. A separate depreciation
of the battery and other components is suggested, and battery degradation should be considered in logistics
operation strategies.
5.4. Influence of Terrain on Battery Degradation
To asses the influence of terrain, we compare the Hanover-Munich trip (Fig. 6) to the long distance trip (Fig.
7) for total trip battery degradation. Although the long-distance trip is more than 2.42 times longer than the
Hanover-Munich trip, the battery degradation is similar. This directly translates to a higher degradation per
unit distance driven for the Hanover-Munich cycle. The effect can be explained by the challenging terrain of
the Hanover-Munich cycle that results in much higher discharging C-Rates for hill climbing and recuperation
when going downhill. When combined, these effects lead to a higher total number of battery charging and
discharging cycles.
5.5. Influence of Battery Aging on Long-Distance Feasibility
To assess the impact of battery aging, we compare previous results for the Hanover-Munich trip for the summer
scenario with the same conditions and an already degraded battery. Figure 8 shows a comparison of SoCs
against the driving time for a new battery and a degraded battery with a SoH of 0.9. Due to the degradation,
not only is the total battery capacity decreased, but the internal resistances are also increased, resulting in
more irreversible heat production during charging and discharging. This puts an additional load on the cooling
system. The truck reaches the fast charging stop with an SoC of 0.09 instead of 0.19 for a new battery.
More intense fast charging needs to be performed, or the charging break needs to be extended, if the truck is
required to cover the remaining drive cycle without another stop.

Figure 8: SoC over Hanover-Munich long distance day trip compared for new (orange) and degraded (SoH =
0.9, blue) battery. Less driving range and more intense fast charging result, for the degraded battery.

Our investigations indicate that the loss of battery capacity due to degradation should be taken into account
when choosing an appropriate size of battery system for the given operational and range requirements of
the vehicle. This again highlights the importance of appropriate thermal management operation strategies to
reduce battery degradation.
5.6. Influence of Pre-Conditioning in Winter Scenario
For a one-day long distance trip we compare the influence of pre-heating in a winter scenario at −5◦C ambient
temperature. After pre-conditioning the battery is heated using waste heat from the motor and electronics as
well as its own produced heat.
From figure 9 it can be observed that in a winter scenario battery heating in the pre-conditioning phase can
reduce battery degradation significantly. A battery heated to 10◦C instead of 0◦C through pre-conditioning
reduces battery degradation caused in the first hours of the driving cycle by 33%. Pre-heating the battery up to
20◦C (which takes more than one hour) does not reduce battery degradation much further. It is demonstrated
that operating at low battery temperatures results in accelerated degradation. Battery heating before driving
is strongly recommended in winter scenarios. A heat pump is suggested for this purpose to improve energy
efficiency.
5.7. Overnight Charging in Winter Scenario
The energy consumption of the three different operation strategies for thermal management for an overnight
cabin heating and simultaneous battery charging are displayed in table 2.
The results show, that a heat pump can reduce energy consumption for cabin heating significantly. For 8
hours of overnight cabin heating at an ambient temperature level of −5◦C, 11.1 kWh of energy are saved
using an air-air heat pump instead of an electric heater. Futher saving can be realized by employing the RHP
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Figure 9: Influence of battery pre-conditioning (with RHP) before driving in a winter scenario with an ambient
temperature of -5◦C. Comparison on battery degradation and battery temperature. Target temperatures for
battery heating while pre-conditioning is active: 0◦C (orange), 10◦C (blue), 20◦C (green).

Table 2: Electric energy consumption of different cabin conservation air conditioning thermal management
strategies (see section 4.) during overnight charging in winter scenarios.

Water-Air Heat Pump Air-Air Heat Pump Electric Heater
2 kWh 3.9 kWh 15 kWh

(see figure 2) as an water-air heat pump during overnight charging. The electrical energy consumption could
be halved again for this operation strategy. When using the water-air heat pump only the battery HX and
gascooler transfer heat. During overnight slow-charging the battery waste heat is efficiently used as RHP heat
source. Depending on the chosen charging speed, the current SoC, the SoH of the battery and the ambient
temperature the waste heat approximately covers the required heat for RHP. If the predicted demand of heat
to keep the cabin temperatured exceeds the amount of available waste heat of the battery, that is produced
while charging the battery, the battery could also be used as a thermal capacity. Therefore, battery operating
temperature could be increased during the last hours of operation before overnight break in order to have a
higher temperature level of the RHP heat source. After that battery temperature could slowly be decreased
overnight using battery as heat source for RHP.

6. Conclusions and Outlook
In our study, we demonstrated that a physics-based full-vehicle model of a battery-electric truck is suitable to
accurately predict the consumption of electrical energy in a benchmark scenario. Using the full-vehicle model,
the effect of fast charging on the state-of-health of the battery was explored using real-world deployment
scenarios. It was found that fast charging stops have an important impact on the achievable life time of a
battery electric truck.
Our study also compared different operating strategies for summer and winter scenarios. Fast-charging breaks
along with legally required minimum break time leads to accelerated battery degradation. A slight extension of
charging times and associated lower charging currents lead to significantly less battery degradation and thus
much less depreciation on the battery (truck). Prioritizing minimum battery degradation over minimum energy
consumption as thermal management operating strategy leads to significant reduction in battery degradation.
Furthermore, our investigations showed how a challenging hilly terrain influences battery degradation due to
high discharge currents while driving uphill and high charging currents for recuperating while driving downhill.
In this context we exemplary contrasted the remaining capacity when reaching predefined charging stops of
a pristine and a degraded battery to evaluate the long-distance feasibility over lifetime. The results showed
that especially for long-haul trucks the battery size should be designed anticipating degradation due to aging.
For the investigated winter scenario we showed the positive effect of pre-heating the battery before driving.
Pre-heating lowers degradation significantly. For battery and cabin heating a heat pump is recommended due
to energy efficiency. For overnight heating operation the heat pump is used as well. Battery waste heat while
slow charging can be used as a heat source for an efficient heat pump.
Looking to the future, solid state batteries are a promising development in battery technology. It is predicted
that they will require a higher temperature level for operation [16]. For long distances and driving times of
heavy-duty trucks, as well as route planning and pre-conditioning times, solid-state batteries are especially
suitable for trucks. Adjusted thermal management systems are needed with solid state batteries. There is a
special need for heating technologies and battery pre-conditioning. Due to its modular structure, our model is
well suited for such investigations in the future.
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